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Abstract—with music analytics now being an billion dollar 

industry, the development and use of its services has become 

noticeable within recent history. Those taking advantage of this 

newfound data range from music artist to record labels and 

publishing companies; becoming a force that influences the music 

in a myriad of ways. However, the potential of music streaming 

analytics has just scratched the surface - the focus being for 

numerical breakdown and economic forecasting - with grey areas 

in the usage of music analytics still apparent. This study focuses 

on how music analytics can be used to further the study of 

subgroups and music identities; looking at music distribution 

history and its effect on subgroup formations along with music 

analytic services and those invested within. Subgroups and 

musical subculture study helps reveal global issues extending 

from class to sexuality. What ethnographic tropes can music 

analytics tell us about various mental health and social issues 

internationally? It’s possible the information music analytic gives 

can truly help us understand new/unique subgroups in the world 

and their various identifications. 

Index Terms— Technology, Music Streaming, Music 

Subculture, Music Identity,  

I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 

It is a common theme that music has evolved from the 

passion of both technicians and music artist. Music, 

technology, and its coalition is something that can be traced 

back to the 1600’s. There is a belief that music and technology 

have a relationship that is both physical and ideological; the 

evidence can be found to this present day. Rob Birdwell, 

composer and songwriter, believes that both “music and 

software are… collaborative and an individualistic 

undertaking” [1]. To Birdwell, technology and music have 

always lifted up the possibility of self-expression and that 

common denominator has consistently improved the way 

music is made. That ideal and many others have been the 

backbone when it came to music production, distribution, and 

consumption. 

Birdwell states that “musicians (regardless of era) are 

generally engaged” [1]. By engaged Birdwell means aware of 

the development of technological devices and what it means 

for them moving forward. The integration between music and 

technology has, in a way, mirrored the advancement of music 

throughout the years. The way music was made and listened to 

was limited to which generation of computing was currently 

available. Peter Webster, a scholar-in-residence in music 

education, was able to document the parallel. The first 

generation of computing started with using vacuum tubes, 

which in turn introduced devices such as “amplifiers, new 

phonographs (a device for the mechanical recording and 

reproduction of sound), tape recorders, jukeboxes, and even 

early electric guitars” [2]. All the previous devices listed were 

based on the vacuum-tube oscillator but what they show is that 

advancement was limited not just to computers but actual 

instruments as well. The evolution of music production 

continued with every generation. The second generation, the 

era of transistors, helped to create music synthesizers, an 

electronic musical instrument that generates electrical signals 

converted to sound through loudspeakers or headphones, and 

analog tape for recording. Studios now use the MIDI (Music 

Instrument Digital Interface) protocol developed in the mid-

1980s that allowed music devices to transmit codes describing 

sound, this came during the fourth generation of computing. 

The fifth generation, the one we live in now, helped to 

introduce integrated circuits, chips and sampling technology. 

Artist now can use bits and pieces of previous music to make 

new compositions. Technology's fingerprints is not just 

excluded to the creation of instruments and devices. These new 

recording devices and instruments assisted in music creation in 

terms of songs and even upcoming genres. Without electric 

guitars rock music, and its variations, would not have been 

composed. Prominent hip hop producers such as Dr. Dre, 

Timbaland, and Pharrell can thank MIDI and sampling 

technology as their way into the music industry and the rise of 

rap music. Popular sounds that you hear today are also made 

from the introduction of programs such as auto tune, an audio 

processor created by Antares Audio Technologies, which uses 

a proprietary device to measure and alter pitch. Music 

consumptions has advanced greatly alongside the methods of 

distribution especially in the 21st century. There are many 

artist today that were able to bypass the gateway of radio and 

rise to prominence due to their social exposure and the 

connectivity of their fans. The shift in power to the consumers 

of music has also altered the research of subcultures and music 

identities - for better or for worse.  

This research paper will be focusing on the newest phase of 

music technological advancement today - music streaming, 

analytics, big data - and its relations to how we should view 

music identity and subculture. There has always been a gap in 

the connection of identifying subcultures to music genres or 

artist; this paper will inquire if the technology of today can be 
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the bridge. By looking into the concept of subcultures and 

music identity we will first learn the effects technology had on 

the definition. We will then look into the methods of 

identifying subcultures, the type of data collected for 

correlation, and its grey areas. After diving into how 

technology is mainly utilized today this paper will question if 

the software can aide in the improvement of music 

subculture/identities. I believe this question is important now 

being that - to be explained more in depth - as subcultures 

begin to vary their significance rises. 

II. MUSIC SUBCULTURE & IDENTITIES

The concept of subcultures in music and music identities 

has developed since the early twentieth century; changing 

overtime as more research was introduced. Leah Bush gives us 

insight on the idea and how broad the definition can be. The 

term subculture “refers to a group of people, usually youth, 

who differentiate themselves from a greater culture through 

shared taste in music and style” [3]. There is no specific range 

involved so a genre of music can be an influence if not a 

specific artist. Music is not the only component that creates a 

subculture. There are other elements that can help define 

subcultures. Elements of a subculture relates to any factor 

leading to the creation or the establishment of the subculture. 

Having a distinctive look like the Columbiana’s youth 

subculture of “baggy pants, plaid shirts and religious prints, 

complemented by fringes that are plastered resolutely down 

and spectacular sideburns that stretch to the chin” [4] plays a 

part as well. How the music is sonically as opposed to the 

lyrical content can also help determine what a subculture is. 

Bush states that's it’s “the music which defines their 

boundaries” which helps the formation of group identity 

through difference. This is a theory created by Theodor 

Adorno, a German sociologist, in 1941 setting the tone for this 

research. A well-known example of a music subculture is the 

American hipster culture that emerged in the 1940s. This is a 

music subculture that was mainly influenced by jazz music. 

The members of this group were influenced by the music and 

the fashion of the artist; translating into their ambiguous, go 

with the flow lifestyle. Jazz music in general has little to any 

lyrical content and has improvisation during live performances. 

This is a key element in the reasoning why hipsters at that time 

lived a life that accept things as they came. Aside from the 

element of music, being a subculture was also to be separated 

from popular culture or ”rendered apart from society”. Most 

genres of music associated with subcultures have been those 

that have never truly reached mainstream success or is a branch 

from a genre such as emo, metal rock, trap music, etc. The 

reason for this is that popular music, along with popular 

culture, set defined roles in society when it comes to gender, 

class, and hierarchy and subcultures either reiterate or resist 

those immediate boundaries dependent on the group’s 

necessities and perspective. One example of this is the punk 

rock band Pussy Riot and the way they advocate anarcho-

feminism - the combination of anarchism (the abolition of all 

government) and feminism - to their listeners [4]. In this 

instance, politics is a defining boundary for the subculture 

members. In music subculture there are intersecting values 

when it comes to how the audience asserts both a group 

identity and an individual one. Subcultures in itself - as further 

defined through technology - is amenable; meaning a group or 

person does not have to stick to a specific identity or a musical 

sound. For instance, Angela McRobbie from the Birmingham 

Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) let us know 

that bedroom culture (romanticism of pop stars within the 

space of one bedroom) cannot last due to the fact that the 

adolescent members of this subculture will age away from it 

[3]. Going back to hipsters, this subculture began to fade due to 

the fact that the genre of jazz started to become mainstream. 

Rap music has its own culture from clothing to jewelry to the 

jargon based on location. However the culture revolving 

around rap now cannot be considered a subculture due to its 

growth and has now officially surpassed rock music as 

America’s most popular genre according to Nielsen Music's 

2017 year-end report. Subcultures can also be rendered to 

innovation as the hipster culture never really died but was 

made to be more radical. Rap music being a popular genre has 

witnessed different subgenres and independent groups branch 

out from it. This also leads into the issue of music’s set role; if 

the culture is associated by the music or if the music creates the 

subculture. Music sociologist Simon Frith questions if music is 

a symbol for a subculture or rather an activity that subculture 

members take part in; thus limiting the importance of music in 

this role. 

As the study continued, more terminology was introduced 

along with more challenges to subculture existence and 

addition of elements. There is the term music identity which is 

a two part idea started by Simon Frith. The first part is Identity 

in Music (IIM) “which focuses on how musicians and 

composers define their identities” and Music in Identities (MII) 

“which focuses on how individuals use music as a resource for 

developing different aspects of their individual identities, 

including gender identity, national identity, and youth identity” 

[3]. You can view a subculture as a group of similar music 

identities with specific boundaries. This makes the idea of 

subcultures being amenable true if the idea of having a music 

identity can be amenable as well. An individual can change 

their music identity with each genre they listen to or can simply 

have more than one music identity leading to more than one 

subculture or even subcultures inside of a subculture. This is 

what is called “neo tribes” - a term coined by Michel 

Maffesoli, a French sociologist [3]. Thanks to globalization and 

technological advancement more boundary elements of a 

subculture were added such as local, race, ethnicity, spatial 

zones, and place. Music’s role was once again changed from a 

symbol to an activity to a tool. 

The study of music subcultures and identity has led to a 

myriad of different research areas over time. In 1976 the 

Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies looked 

into the culture of the post war British youth working class and 

its perspective of the country's leadership during that time. 

Angela McRobbie focused on feminism in her study of females 
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in a youth working class in 1991. Seven years later Gayle Ward 

wrote an article for Signs of the Times magazine that related 

rock music to society’s formation to specifically the image of 

white female youth. Timothy D. Barker from Saint Cloud State 

University, and others, looked into linking the genre of emo 

music to potential mental health concerns. There really is no 

anthropological limit to the type of research and breakthroughs 

that be found through the dissection of music and its positions 

in the world. However, Bill Osgerby, a professor of Media, 

Culture and Communications at London Metropolitan 

University, also notes there have been setbacks when it comes 

to subculture research. Since majority of the analysis is based 

off of symbolic elements, there is a call for more rooted, 

detailed definition on what these symbols represent. When 

studying subcultures, it is easy to not properly iterate the 

“subcultural styles and patterns of media consumption” 

subculture members select for themselves. This asks for 

improvement on being able to specify what musical tropes are 

being isolated by subcultural members and what part of a 

subculture’s identity is being represented. There are even 

instances where the music attached to a subculture does not 

represent the audience’s identity but what the audience would 

like to identify as. This goes back to Music In Identities, which 

gives audiences a chance to model different ways of 

recognition in a safe manner. Patterns of media consumption 

can be hard to track because that is dependent on the type of 

methods used by an audience to obtain music and how music 

consumption has changed overtime - as the techniques of 

distribution change as well. There is also the issue of a 

generalizing groups of subcultures without diving deep enough 

[4]. For example, to characterize baggy jeans with an affinity to 

rap music can be deceptive when styles of clothing vary in 

sections of America that listen to the same artist and producers.  

These limitations can be the result of how subculture 

fieldwork is executed. As Leah Bush writes out the timeline of 

the research that progressed ethnomusicology, the procedures 

of leaders in that field are somewhat revealed and show what 

denominators are looked for when attempting to identify 

subcultures. If we look back to musical sociologist Simon 

Frith, to write his book The Sociology of Rock in 1978 he took 

data from “a combination of survey research, interviews with 

British youth, and a textual analysis of popular music and 

magazines” [3]. From here you can see that demographics such 

as age and genre of music help form the boundaries of a 

subculture. Another example, Mark Tarrant, who wrote for The 

Journal of Social Psychology, focused on “young English 

males based on their estimated musical tastes” which shows 

gender as another boundary to be cognizant of. Tarrant is 

criticized by Bush in regards that his research was limited to 

the options of genres survey takers were given. The biggest 

grey area in subculture research is the limitations of what an 

analyst can find. Survey research, observations at local concert 

events, and interviews at times can play into location which 

can lead to misinterpretation of how far a subculture or music 

identity can reach. In Frith’s case the fieldwork taken for his 

book was limited to the U.K and the breakdown of music not 

how the music was consumed. While the restriction of research 

subjects to the U.K could be what Frith wanted, if he wanted to 

pursue the global effects of Rock music, he would need ways 

to capture Rock in other countries like America. The access to 

rock music, how the music is consumed, has also changed 

drastically since 1978. Bush states that “the issue of subcultural 

music consumption and use is not addressed by any existing 

literature” [3]. Whether a subculture is focusing on one artist or 

an entire genre can change the boundaries representing these 

collective identities. Whether an individual is subjected to just 

rock music or is able to transition to different sounds can reveal 

the degree of investment in that genre. It is the change in music 

distribution and consumption that has influenced how 

subculture research is critiqued and analyzed. 

III. TECHNOLOGY’S INFLUENCE ON SUBCULTURES

The template is used to format your paper and style the text. 

All margins, column widths, line spaces, and text fonts are 

prescribed; please do not alter them. You may note 

peculiarities. For example, the head margin in this template 

measures proportionately more than is customary. This 

measurement and others are deliberate, using specifications 

that anticipate your paper as one part of the entire proceedings, 

and not as an independent document. Please do not revise any 

of the current designations. 

Within the timeline of Bush’s study on music subculture, 

the remnants of technology's effect is apparent as well. The 

boundaries of a subculture and the group/singular music 

identities have been dependent on the power that the audience, 

the consumer of music, is given. Ethnomusicologist Martin 

Stokes asked “does music provide any means by which the 

boundaries - of socially constructed identities of place - might 

be challenged in any way?” [3]. Through this question Stokes 

ponders how far and to whom a specific subculture could 

reach; technology answered that question. The limitations of 

CD sales and radio impeded what forms of music an audience 

heard. As a consumer, you were restricted to the specific 

albums sold in available stores or the songs played on the radio 

stations allocated to your local. This made any music 

subculture curated within the boundary of local identity or the 

artist/genre recognized with where you lived. The digitalization 

of sound and portable devices was the first major technological 

advancement that increased the power of subculture members 

with Apple releasing the first iPod in 2001. Bush notes that 

“the use of a portable MP3 player or digital music device could 

allow for the possibility of instantaneous switching between 

subcultures by changing songs or styles of music.” Just owning 

a portal listening device such as a Walkman or mp3 player 

challenges several already identified cultures such as bedroom 

cultures which relied on the spatial zone of your bedroom and 

the components that come with it.  Belonging to more than one 

subculture at a time was most likely considered an impossible 

boundary but is now feasible with technology. The second part 

of music identity’s definition, music in identities (MMI), is 

given more relevance as music is more of a resource though the 

previously mentioned devices and solidifies music as tool.  
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As technology advanced, the music business has gone 

through major globalization and audiences worldwide have 

experienced what can be called temporary cultural relocation 

while finding their own identity(s). Music streaming has been 

the main contributor starting in 1993 with the Internet 

Underground Music Archive (IUMA); “supplant(ing) records 

and CDs, as well as other digital music formats, to become the 

mainstream technology for everyday music listening” [5]. This 

rise of music streaming is one of the focal points needed to 

understand technology’s modern day effects on subcultures. 

The Internet Underground Music Archive (IUMA) did not 

have the potencies of major streaming sites now but gave 

unsigned artist the power to share music to those on the 

Archive’s platform; blending the concepts of Identities in 

Music, for musicians, and Music in Identities, for consumers, 

by allowing them to interact. The “culturally defined features 

of [a] musician, composer, performer, improviser or 

teacher”(IIM) that distinguish an artist were now becoming 

clearer to audiences; allowing them to use these characteristics 

along with the music they listen to as way to better develop 

their own identities. In 2002, the company Last.fm was 

launched running a music recommendation program that had 

users create a profile based on musical taste - a music identity - 

and in return received songs/artist based on their profile. 

Pandora was released three years later following a similar 

format. SoundCloud continued to build on the artist/consumer 

relationship in 2007; allowing users to give feedback on the 

songs that artist uploaded [6]. Artist, through their music and 

style, have been able to portray themselves to their fans. Now 

the fans, through feedback and more personal interaction, 

receive the audience’s cultural features. By finding out what 

their audience is more drawn to, an artist may change the music 

they produce to cater to his fans. .  

Now major streaming services such as Pandora, Spotify, 

Tidal and Apple Music allows users to cross international 

borders and listen to music from any area and any genre even if 

it is not prominent to where they may live. Bush call this the 

“ubiquity of technology;” connecting musical fans and this 

confirms Frith statement that music “provides part of the link 

between self-identity and group identity” and that new 

subcultural identities can form outside of traditional models; 

through even multiple genres. Anja Nylund Hagen wrote an 

article titled The Playlist Experience where Anja zooms in on 

the practices used to create a listener’s playlist on Spotify or 

WiMP Music. Hagan states that “audiences have been able to 

subvert given music structures in personal listening practices.” 

The aforementioned mixing of genres is one example; taking 

specific songs from the designed album order is another. This 

is something music consumers would not have been able to do 

purchasing vinyl or CDs. Hagen begins her probe by 

introducing the concept of collection. It is important to note 

that a collection “ cannot exist as such without an internal 

scheme that may speak to others but always, first and foremost, 

speaks to oneself” [5]. This shows that prior to music’s 

technological advancement, self-identities were attempted to be 

established though music. It is now through various platforms, 

programs and different algorithms that establishing a musical 

self-identity became easier and at times more complicated. The 

personal playlist that were scrutinized clouded the concept of 

musical identities; making them once again amendable. In 

Hagen’s studies, playlist by users were consistently created, 

deleted, or modified. Songs in user playlist were changed based 

on life events, change in genre or artist taste, or the music 

recommendation options given to them. Software provided on 

these streaming sites to share playlist with others erases the 

limits of who can cultivate group identities regardless of 

demographic. The collection of self-identities into group 

identity is now essentially limitless. The access to music is also 

key here - we can look at Spotify which is available in 21 

different countries and holds over twenty million songs. Music 

streaming users also do not have to stop collecting/adding 

music in fear of taking up too much storage on their devices 

thanks to cloud technology. Some of Hagan’s subjects for this 

study also took advantage of the metadata software their 

streaming platform provided to expand on the sounds they have 

been listening to. When it comes to the consumer’s 

perspective, the essence of music selection and music 

identification only improves with the functionality of the 

technology used. The same can be said for other stakeholders 

in the music industry; however, their use of technology today 

varies. 

IV. USE OF STREAMING AND MUSIC ANALYTICS

The use of music streaming and music streaming analytics 

is assuredly more quantitative than qualitative when it comes to 

the distributors and the creators. The shift in how we get our 

music is also creating a wrinkle in the economic flow. The 

music industry now has to include streaming companies like 

Spotify and Apple Music since they have a more manageable 

relationship with artist. Record labels have long been the 

middle man between artist and consumer but the power has 

been given to the artist to distribute their own music via 

multiple platforms. The streaming platform Tidal was bought 

by rap icon Jay Z; giving ownership stock to artist as a way to 

increase the percentage of revenue off of streams that is still 

deemed low regardless of your status in the industry. What was 

once meant as a means to defeat music piracy is now a drain on 

industries such as Sony and Atlantic records, who still try their 

best to capitalize off publishing and royalties. Measurables for 

labels and artist is in reset mode due to majority of music, 

specifically album sales, being purchased digitally. An 

example: by RIAA standards, Cardi B’s first week sales for her 

album, Invasion of Privacy, will not include steaming numbers 

for her Bodak Yellow single before the date of release for her 

album. However, Cardi’s overall album steaming numbers will 

include all of her single streams; giving her a gold plaque 

almost instantly. This process is not adopted by Billboard and 

the differences in how sales numbers should be calculated 

changes what it means for an artist to be successful in modern 

times. Artist are now trying different techniques to increase 

their sales. Taylor swift for example, held her album off of 

streaming sites for the first week; instead offering incentives 

like concert tickets to coax fans into buying her album [7]. This 
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is because it takes 1500 steams to equal one album download. 

The methodology of even buying music has changed to the 

popular “freemium model supported by advertisements” [8] 

that gives users either free or low cost access to thousands of 

digital libraries. There are numerical statistics that lean towards 

the influence music streaming is having. In 2016 Pandora had 

56 million monthly users, Spotify had 38.9 million and 

SoundCloud had 47.3 million [9]. In the first quarter of 2015 

Pandora made “$297.3 million in revenue from ads, 

subscriptions and ticket sales” and Spotify is currently valued 

at approximately 3 billion dollars. As music streaming 

continues to make the old methods of sending out music 

obsolete, there is less resistance to this form of business and 

more cooperation with its potential. Music labels now use their 

leverage of copyright and artist ownership to strike deals with 

streaming platforms; taking whatever percentage of streaming 

profit they can to make up for declining music purchase. 

Music streaming has shifted the power of distributing, and 

the analytics of music streaming is shifting the power of artist 

scouting. Kadhim Shubber of The Guardian wrote an article on 

how the music industry is trying to use music streaming 

analytics to weed out the future of what is popular. To define 

music analytics is to take the “explosion of data from sources 

like torrenting, music streaming sites and social media 

platforms...to understand their fans and spot upcoming artists” 

[10]. Music analytics is becoming an industry by itself, a gold 

mine everyone wants to be a part of. Shubber mentions that 

Spotify was “acquiring The Echo Nest for a rumored $100 

million” to help the artist they are contracted with. The Echo 

Nest is a music intelligence and data platform that uses audio 

fingerprinting - tracing/identifying and audio sample through 

its acoustic fingerprint (generated from specific audio signals) - 

and digital signal processing techniques. This can classify 

music based on its beats per minute (song’s tempo), length, 

valence, energy and other categories. There are other music 

analytic business such as Music Metrics and The Next Big 

Sound that procure various metrics from social big data. What 

is interesting is that even though the metrics being used is not 

strictly numerical - there is specifications on demographics and 

consumer social behavior - the use still stands as quantitative. 

This year Apple Music has introduced Apple Music for Artist, 

an “analytics tool that breaks down the streams and sales of 

individual songs in a variety of ways” [11]. There will be 

geographical data available along with ages, gender, and other 

demographics for lower level artist. Aside from The Echo Nest, 

Spotify has other analytical tools such as Dashboards, Data 

Warehouse, and Luigi. Dashboard is an interface where you 

customize the data you are interested in. Data Warehouse is for 

queries and the creation of data pipelines, a set of actions that 

extract data from various sources, and Luigi is a python 

manned software that runs algorithms and communicated with 

storage systems [12]. The goal though is always to find ways to 

gain more listeners, more subscriptions, and more record sales. 

V. TECHNOLOGY’S USE IN SUBCULTURE 

Modern day technology has been able to answer pending 

questions and concerns associated with music subculture 

research. Over the years what technology has done is prove the 

existence of subculture themes and its continuous development. 

Simon Frith’s questioning of music’s role in subcultures to 

Martin Stoke’s question of boundaries being pushed have been 

answered within the growth of digital music and it’s spread 

worldwide. It is possible for subcultures to beget from a 

national or worldwide connection or even from another 

subculture that precedes it. At the end of Leah Bush’s research, 

she states that the question “how can subcultural members use 

music to determine or develop a subcultural identity?” has not 

been answered in literature.  However; technology, primarily 

music streaming, sheds light to how music is the tool/resource 

for trying on different identities linked to sounds while piecing 

together a personal identity. This is shown through Hagan’s 

playlist investigation and the availability to curate deeper 

artist/fan relationships. Music streaming confirmed that the 

creation of subculture is not just accidental or a product of 

circumstance and environment. Subculture formation is a 

science that involves meticulous organizing even if 

subconsciously. Bush lastly proposes a new question, “how can 

an individual’s musical identity affect their subcultural 

identity? Are they socially constructed in the same manner?” 

The vast access to music a person has can lead to being a part 

of several subcultures while having several identities. A 

musical identity and a subculture may not be socially 

constructed the same being that a subculture is more based on 

similarities to others thus a tendency to have a more set ideal. 

Music streaming tells us to be cognizant about the degree of 

attachment people have to subcultures in today’s time.  

On the discussion of if there is software that can aid in the 

improvement of music subculture/identities, the answer should 

be yes. The technology of music analytics cover the grey areas 

of music subculture research because of the information it can 

provide. Universal Music UK’s director of digital, Paul 

Smernicki was quoted in Shubber’s article saying that “It’s 

important to remember that it's [music analytic software] just a 

set of tools to help inform us. The data doesn't make the 

decisions, that's an un-replicable part of what we do.” If music 

sociologist of the modern day has access to this same data that 

music labels, artist, and streaming companies have, then the 

best feasible step would be is to change the use of the data from 

quantitative to qualitative. The various demographic 

information Verto Analytics, a company that measures cross-

platform consumer behavior, might capture, age, ethnicity, 

gender, is the same type of data sociologist use to determine 

their boundaries for subcultures. Some analytic programs dive 

in deeper; recording number of plays and duration to see if a 

listener is actually listening, which could filter out who is 

actually listening to what. Mediabase, a music industry service, 

“use sound-recognition technologies to monitor radio stations 

continuously and log the songs aired” [13]. A radio station is 

more predictable than an individual streamer but what is 

important is that technology used correctly can give us the 
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information need to see what we may have previously 

overlooked. Harnessing specific data pipelines can help 

sociologist check all tabs. And this does not stop at song/album 

statistics. If we go back to Shubber’s definition of music 

streaming analytics, social media is a part of the data collected. 

Once again the current use of it is quantitative. For the most 

part social media is used by artist as a major marketing tool by 

allowing followers to see a more of their persona and gaging 

interest in music through snippets of upcoming songs. But 

various groups are created on these platforms without the 

artist’s encouragement, through newsfeed threads that can be 

studied more closely. A recent example of this is the “Black 

Girls that love KPOP” twitter feed. This challenge asked black 

girls post a picture of themselves and their favorite KPop 

(Korean Pop Music) artist/group; letting other black girls know 

that this specific music identity existed in others. There are also 

a twitter pages such as “KMusic and Black Women” that is 

followed by approximately 3600 people. Social media 

moments like this point to the beginning of subcultures or 

information that can contribute to existing research. The 

information is there but it is rarely taken advantage of. Hagen 

notes that “practices related to streaming services have yet to 

occupy researchers to any extent, even though the use of 

music-streaming services continues to grow.” It’s as if those 

outside of the music industry has stayed on the outside looking 

in. 

The advancement of this study becomes more important as 

the definition of what a subculture can be becomes clearer. 

Thanks to the endless catalog available to consumers, there are 

more unconventional groups developing - such as the 

subgroups associated with “mumble rap” and it’s tendency of 

drug use, the black girl kpop group mentioned above, and 

others. Subcultures advancement also becomes increasingly 

important as its existence is recognized and used in various 

ways. For instance, artist have used their knowledge of the 

direction their audiences are moving in and the identities they 

want to experience individually or collectively; usually for 

commercialization. The issue of commercialization of music 

genres, specifically black genres, has been a long time issue as 

it usually showcases the push and pull between mainstream 

culture and the subculture a genre can produce. 

Commercialization of rap music is also occurring inside the 

current subculture itself by the actual artist. Future Hendrix, 

one of the best known rappers alive today, admitted that he 

does not use all the drugs he raps about but instead mentions 

them in his rhymes because “ that’s the number one thing 

everybody likes to talk about. It’s a catch.” These subcultures 

“develop their own distinct values and fashions that serve as 

the price of entry into the particular group” [14] which artist 

follow and take from for their own advantage. The music 

industry uses this information for their artist, the artist uses it 

for their marketing, but there is not enough use when it comes 

to actually understanding cultures and how it can be used to 

help society.  

As stated before, there have already been associations of 

political, social, and mental standings to various subgroups 

before, but there has also been struggle to solidify these 

assertions and tie them to the musical trends given to us. Music 

streaming analytics can be used as the concrete empirical 

bridge needed.  

The next question that should be asked is why this is the 

case. One cause could be the newness of streaming and music 

analytics. Music streaming, while remarkably impactful, has 

been around a little over a decade and music analytics as a 

science was introduced within the last 5 years. It is possible 

that as music analytics continues to be prominent, sociologist 

will integrate it as a primary research method.  

Another justification for the lack of use is the inclusiveness 

music analytics. As business in the music industry adjust to the 

shift in music distribution, streaming analytics turns into a 

commerce making the information generated difficult to obtain 

possibly. However there is still big streaming data that is open 

to the public outside of individual artist statistics. Until the 

access to information becomes for public, the big data from 

social media and reported streaming statistics should be 

utilized more diligently.  
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